I Want to Vomit All Over the Smoking Gun

By Anna Von Reitz
My cats have often astounded me with their forthright reactions to things. If they really, really don't
like a visitor to my house, they will pee on him or her and help assure a prompt removal of the
Offender. If they encounter something truly objectionable in the shared environment, they will
reliably vomit on it, thus drawing my (unavoidable) attention to the pertinent issues.
I've had to apologize--vaguely--- for "losing" contract proposals as a result of their un-politically
correct demise at the paws and jaws of certain felines. Invariably, when the cat vomit has
been scraped off, I have discovered that the immediately underlying contract language of the offer
was deceitful.
Though crude, the Cat Method of communicating when something or someone is dreadfully wrong, is
effective and attention-provoking -- a regular silent fire alarm. I wish to provoke a somewhat similar
attention-getting response with my headline today, with similar urgency.
On March 26, 2020, Microsoft applied for an International Patent with WIPO -- a patent for a bodyinterfaced cryptocurrency, using an implanted microchip connected to a cloud computer system,
which also just happens to collect "biometric data" --- your DNA sequence, blood, electrical synapse
activity, etc., etc., etc. The WIPO Patent Application Number just happens to be: 060606.
So. Bill Gates has aimed at nothing less than total invasion of your biological privacy and control of
your ability to buy, sell, or trade anything.
Smoking gun, anyone?
Bill Gates is an international criminal who has purposefully misused and abused and misdirected the
resources of Microsoft, Incorporated, to promote criminal control and surveillance objectives.
He needs to be arrested without further delay and brought to trial for crimes against humanity
already committed.
Bill Gate's evil and invasive control system agenda which is apparently still being pursued by
Microsoft, needs to be permanently derailed---if necessary, via liquidation of Microsoft and WIPO as
crimes syndicates engaged in promoting illegal surveillance and control systems, and the protection
of profit from these repugnant activities via the issuance of criminal patents.
It's not just the "National Security" of every national government on Earth that is at stake here, it's
your right to your own life, to your bodily privacy, to your "common right" to buy, sell, and trade
without any corporate eye in the sky being involved.
It's time to smash Microsoft into the dirt for this, along with all the executives, engineers, "future
planners" and attorneys that had a hand in this.

Let's also give a big Hairball Award to The Council on Foreign Relations--- the leadership of which also
needs to be arrested for promotion of illegal and repugnant population control and eugenics
agendas-- for their latest propaganda in their publication "Foreign Affairs" attempting to gin up a
jihad against China for criminal activities that they have themselves been promoting.
The Pot does too often call the Kettle black.
They chose China as the point source to start their corona virus crappola, thinking that that would be
sufficient to blackmail China and grease the wheels to blame China for the whole 5G "pandemic"
debacle --- but it is backfiring on them.
More and more pieces of the puzzle come in and get put in place:
George Soros funding the lab in Wuhan.
Anthony Fauci funding it and providing the biological feedstocks for it.
Bill Gates investing in the virus strains and vaccine manufacturing and microchip technology.
All of it. All of them. The whole "picture".
One does not have to be a cat to experience rising gorge when confronted with such obvious
malicious, self-interested, inhumane, profit-motivated behavior.
And one does not need a ten hour tutorial to understand what these men intended for humanity, or
need to ponder a great deal over which institutions and organizations have assisted and promoted
their anti-human and anti-human rights agenda.
May what they wished for all of us, be returned to all of them.
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